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Abstract
This Study looks at the diﬀerence in learnability, memorability, and engagement between the digital
and physical version of ‘Kingdom Builder’. Several areas of interest were found through a literature
review. The diﬀerent areas was inves gated through two diﬀerent inves ga ons. The first had par cipants divided up in groups of maximum three. Each group either played the physical or digital version. In the sessions with the physical game the par cipants would learn the game through reading
the manual, and in the physical sessions the par cipants would use the digital tutorial to learn the
game. The inves ga on consisted of 28 par cipants that had never played ‘Kingdom Builder’. The
inves ga on had a total of 11 sessions, six physical and five digital.
In the second inves ga on the par cipants would first first play the digital tutorial followed by playing the physical game. This was done because in the first inves ga on a factor used to measure memorability was not able to be performed in the digital game. This was only a pilot test and consisted of
four par cipants divided into two sessions.
In the discussion, the study proposes that ‘Kingdom Builder’ include the digital version of the game in
the box.
The study concludes that the digital version of the game has be er learnability and memorability. The
physical version of the game has be er engagement.
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1. Introduc on
1.1. Define tabletop games
There is no oﬃcial defini on of the term tabletop games, even though it is commonly used within the
industry and by the players. For the sake of this study the defini on of a tabletop game is: A tabletop
game is a collected defini on of games played on either a tabletop or any flat surface. Tabletop games
include many diﬀerent kinds of games. The most well known would be board games where pieces
need to be placed and moved from one place to another either on a fragmented or complete board.
These are games like Chess and ‘Se lers of Catan’. Another kind of tabletop game are card games.
Examples of these could be Munchkin, Bridge or ‘Five Hundred’. Other examples of diﬀerent types of
games within tabletop games are: role-playing games, dice games, and quiz games.
Most games u lizes elements from more than one kind of
tabletop game. It is the main focus of the game that defines
what type of tabletop game it is. This can be seen in a game
like ‘King of Tokyo’ where the players play as big monsters,
figh ng to take control over Tokyo. Here the players roll dice
to determine what ac ons their monster should perform.
There is also a small board in the center of the table, showing
what monster is taking control, at this me, and each player
have a board showing the health and score of their monster.
Here the dice is in the central game mechanic and therefore
Illustra
it is within the dice game type.

on 1 - King of Tokyo

Through this paper the term tabletop game will be used even though the research only concerns a
case study in the board game ‘Kingdom Builder’. The reason behind this is that this case study can be
reflected upon other tabletop games since, most tabletop games use the same formula of having a
wri en ruleset that could as well be made as a digital gamified version.
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1.2. History of tabletop games
To get a be er understanding of tabletop games the following will introduce a compila on of the
history of tabletop games. Diﬀerent tradi ons of tabletop games will broaden the perspec ve of
styles and types and give a be er understanding of the evolu on that tabletop games have had since
its origin. The modern era of tabletop games have laid the founda on from which the future of the
genre will grow. Much of the informa on have been gathered from ‘The Oxford History of Board
Games’ wri en by David Sidney Parle (1999), the book was published in 1999 and some things have
changed since that me. This have been taken in considera on and have been supplemented in the
following segments.

1.2.1. Ancient games
Proof of tabletop games have been found in egypt from
as far back as the predynas c 3500 bc. (Peter a. Piccione,
1980). Tabletop games are s ll a big part of many peoples
lives.
The oldest, s ll played game (2500 years old), is the
chinese ‘go’. It is an area control game where players take
turns placing stones on a 19 * 19 game board, hence compe ng to control the board(area). The game is a perfect Illustra
informa on(determinis c) game meaning that nothing is
hidden from the other player. ‘go’ have through the ages
changed in many ways traveling throughout the world.
This can be both in size of the board, that have been
found in as small sizes as a 9 * 9, and in specifying the way
of how areas are controlled. The first wri ngs concerning
‘go’ are found in ‘The Tso chuan’ (Watson, 1991). From
here it has evolved into the game s ll played today, mainly
in eastern cultures. Many other games have been found at
archaeological sites, but many of the rules are unknown as
they have been lost through the ages.

on 2 - Collec on of ancient games

Illustra on 3 - go
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1.2.2. Modern Tabletop games
There have been many changes to tabletop games since the days of Chess, Monopoly, Sorry(Ludo),
and ‘The Game of Life’. Many new game mechanics have been created and improved upon. Three
major styles of tabletop games have emerged in western society through the ages. They are defined
as American style, German/European style, and French style. Below, these styles will be described
further.

1.2.2.1. American style tabletop games
American style tabletop games’ founda on is based
on compe ve game mechanics in the sense, that
players can choose to do ac ons directly sabotaging
other players, making them lose progress, they already
achieved. Games of this style are games like Munchkin.
Munchkin is a game where each player plays the role of
an adventure in a big dungeon. They compete against
each other to be the first player to achieve level 10.
Illustra on 4 - Munchkin
Levels are gained by killing monsters or by receiving
cards that will gain players a level. To defeat monsters
the players will need 'Treasure Card', and 'Treasure Card' is only gained by killing monsters. The compe ve part of the game concerns when a player fights a monster. Other players can either help the
player in exchange for some of the 'Treasure Cards' which the monster will drop, a er being defeated.
They can also work against the player by increasing the strength of the monster, by using 'Treasure
Card' gained from previous fights.

1.2.2.2. German/European style tabletop games
German style or European style, depending on who
you ask, are games that, opposite the American style,
uses more co-opera ve mechanics where players play
together, against the game as in games like Pandemic
where players help each other to cure four major diseases, spread around the world. German style tabletop
games can also be games that use its mechanics, to
create a game where all players play the same game
and sees who u lizes the games’ mechanics be er. The
players are not aggressively trying to sabotage the oth- Illustra on 5 - Agricola
er players’ game as some players do in American style
games like Munchkin, which mainly uses the backstab mechanic of destroying other players progress.
These German style games are games like ‘Kingdom Builder’ or Agricola. In Agricola each player have
a farm and farmers living in it. During each turn the player can use the farmers to do diﬀerent acons for example, buying corn to sow in your fields. Each ac on can only be performed once in every
round and only by one player in each round. This is the only way for the player to interact with other
players by u lizing ac ons, such as buying corn from the market, to make sure that other players will
not be able to buy any corn this round. Otherwise every player will play the game ll the end and that
is when scoring takes place. This is yet an important part of German style tabletop games that the
score is mainly counted at the very end of the game instead of during the game. This reduces the risk
of players feeling behind during the game and have every player engaged throughout the game.
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1.2.2.3. French style tabletop games
French style tabletop games are the more crea ve
games. These types of games are about communicating with the other players and working with abstract
thinking. Games made in the French style are games like
‘Trivial Pursuit’, where players have to answer ques ons
concerning diﬀerent subjects and compe ng with the
other players on who knows the most about the diﬀerent subjects. The players have no way of interac ng with
each other concerning game mechanics. They play the
game together for the social aspect, either for ge ng
recogni on with the other people or for having someIllustra on 6 - Dixit
thing to circulate their conversa on around.
Another game in the French style is Dixit. Dixit is a game about abstract thinking. Every player receives a hand of cards with pictures. All of the pictures are in the surrealis c artstyle. For example the
pictures could be, a ballerina dancing in a small cage, or a man si ng on the moon. The player in turn
then chooses a card and places it picture side down on the table, and have to give a hint to what is
on the picture. The hint can be anything: a word, a song, even a movement. Now every other player
must find a card in their hand that they think fits the hint given by the ac ng player and place it picture side down, on top of the ac ng players card. When every player have put down one card on the
pile, all the cards in the pile are shuﬄed and placed picture side up, on the table spread out so every
player can see them. Now every player, except the ac ng player, pick the card they think the ac ng
player played. Points are then given depending on the cards picked by the other players.
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1.2.3. Move to digital
Since the introduc on of the modern tablet from the ‘Apple's IPad’, more and more tabletop games
are made with a digital counterpart. These games build on the same game mechanics, that is used in
physical tabletop games. They are made with a greater focus on speed and connec vity. As an example, in ‘Kingdom Builder’, you are able to play with other people over the internet, thus crea ng the
possibility of playing with other people from around the world. The score coun ng have also been
made faster, so instead of each player carefully coun ng their total score, the tablet does it for you in
a quick manner to shorten the game, and quickly start a new game.
Some games have taken another look at the tablet. Using it as a tool in the physical copy to do more
complicated calcula ons, without needing the players to put in extra eﬀort. ‘Trivial Pursuit’ have used
this by having all the ques ons within the tablet but s ll use the board to move the physical pieces
around. This also makes it possible for the publisher to correct or update ques ons online.
A game called ‘XCOM: the
Board Game’ are played as
a physical tabletop game
with a tablet as a tool. The
tablet is placed next to the
board when the game is
in progress, this is done to
increase the experience
for the players. The tablet
give the possibility to
include more elements of
surprise and randomness Illustra on 7 - XCOM: the Board Game
to the game. In the tabletop game you play a part of the management of the XCOM organiza on, from the video game of the
same name. In each round the players have a limited me to perform all their ac ons, by me out,
a random game element will happen. This game mechanic would be hard, if not impossible, to carry
out in a regular analog tabletop game. During the combat phases of the game there are also a lot of
a ributes allocated to each unit and the combat would take a long me to carry out, using dice and
looking up tables. Instead the tablet does it all for you and combat is reduced to looking at the tablet
for a few seconds to see the result of the combat. It is a good blend between video games and tabletop games, taking the tabletop game to the next level, having computers do the complex calcula ons
needed for the game. What the tablet also brings in, is the ex nc on of the physical game manual, in
‘XCOM: the Board game’, the tablet tells you how to set up the board, quickly goes through the rules
of the game, and then help you through a few rounds before star ng the real game.
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2. Mo va on
The original idea for this study comes from a love of tabletop games and learning to play new games.
I also have a volunteer job as a board supporter at ‘Aalborg Brætspilcafé’. Here my job is to know the
rules of all the games in the cafe. Thus helping customers both finding a game and helping them to
learn the rules of the game they want to play. From my experience of having to learn the rules for
about 200 games in a ma er of a few months, and teaching tabletop games to many other people,
it occurred to me that there had to be a be er way to learn the rules, other than having to read
thousands of pages from manuals. I also have a passion for video games and thought that it must be
possible to use the way video games teach the player how to play the game. I remember when I first
started playing video games. I would have to sit and read the manual before knowing how to play.
This have changed greatly since then, with the use of tutorials. The same teaching method should be
able to be used with tabletop games. Some games are trying this way of learning but there have not
been any research done on finding if there is any merit to using digital tutorials for tabletop games
instead of a physical manual.
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3. Problem statement

How is there a diﬀerence between the learnability, memorability, and engagement of the physical
copy of ‘Kingdom Builder’ and its digital counterpart?
Is there any diﬀerence between the physical and digital tabletop game ‘Kingdom Builder’ concerning learnability and memorability?
What is more engaging to play, the physical or digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’?
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4. Kingdom Builder
Kingdom builder is an area control game created by the german publisher Queen games played by
two to four players. It builds on the game ‘go’, as it is the original area control game where players
take turn placing pieces on a board to control the best possible area. Instead of ‘Kingdom Builder’
being a determinis c game as ‘go’, where the player are able to determine all ac ons that can be
made in the game, it instead changes it to a stochas c game, where players are not able to predict
what will happen in the game.This is done by adding diﬀerent terrains on the board and have players draw a card to show what terrain they can place on that turn. The game is of the european style
of tabletop games, as players are not able to destroy progress other players have already made but
only make it more diﬃcult. Only at the end of the game, the score is tallied to make sure people do
not feel le behind and is engaging for every player un l the end. The game board consist of four
diﬀerent map sec ons that are placed in a square. To add replayability there are eight diﬀerent map
sec ons included in the box and in the setup phase of the game the four are chosen at random and
placed in random posions. To further increase
the replayability of the
game, the way of scoring
is also chosen at random
every turn. This is done
by the game having 10
cards called ‘Kingdom
Builder Cards’. These
cards decree how the
players will score at the
end of the game. Only
three of the 10 cards are
picked in the start of the
game and they are the
same for every player.
This means that in order
for one person to play
every diﬀerent setup of
this game, he/she would
have to have played
Illustra on 8 - Gameboard setup of Kingdom Builder
this game 464,486,400
mes(this also includes same elements in diﬀerent arrangement) if every game is diﬀerent.
In each turn a player plays his/hers ‘Terrain Card’. The turn is then divided into a mandatory ac on
and op onal ac ons. The mandatory ac on and op onal ac ons can be taken in any order. If the
mandatory ac on have started no op onal ac ons can be played un l the mandatory ac on has
ended. The mandatory ac on allows the player to place three Se lements (equivalent the stones
from ‘go’) on the game board in the terrain defined on his/hers ‘Terrain Card’. The op onal ac on
gives the player the opportunity to use a ‘Loca on Tile’ captured in a previous round. Any amount of
op onal ac ons can be made during a turn. ‘Loca on Tiles’ are captured by placing a Se lement next
to the ‘Loca on Hex’ on the board and taking the loca on le to his/hers personal supply. The most
important rule of placing Se lements are that they must always, if possible, be placed next to already
placed se lement. This also includes Se lements in Terrains located next to the Terrain described
by the ‘Terrain Card’ or ‘Loca on Tile’ rules for the op onal ac on. The game starts with each player
have 40 Se lements in their supply and the final round starts, when a player have placed all of his/
hers se lements on the game board. The last player to act in the final round is the player to the right
of the first player, to place a se lement on the board.
8
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At the end of each player's turn the player discards the ‘Terrain Card’, played in the beginning of his
or her turn, and draws a new card. This is done to keep the pace of the game so that each player can
plan their turn beforehand. It is important to keep this card hidden from other players as it can give
them an advantage, if they know what terrain other players will place Se lements on, in their next
turn. When the game ends the players, in copora on, count the score for each player star ng with
the first player then going clockwise. ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’ are counted one at a me for every
player before star ng coun ng for the next ‘Kingdom Builder Card’ to increase suspense.
To see a playthrough of the game including a short summary of the rules, ‘Geek and Sundry’ have a
35 minute video of the game (Geek & Sundry, 2015).
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5. Literature review
In the following chapter a presenta on of terms will be presented. These terms will elaborate and
specify the problem statement (see 3. Problem statement). The key terms are as follows: learnability, memorability, and engagement. This will assist in the understanding and specify the scope of this
study.
5.1. Learnability and memorability
In this study two diﬀerent defini ons of the term learnability have been found, each from diﬀerent
fields: computer learning and user research. In the field of computer learning, they define learnability
as the learning algorithm classifying instances correct more o en than random guessing (Schapire,
1990), (Blumer, Ehrenfeucht, Haussler, & Warmuth, 1989), (Crammer & Singer, 2002), (Linial, Mansour, & Nisan, 1993). In this paper however, the focus is not on computer learning but on the field of
user research (Houser & DeLoach, 1996, 1998), (Natoli, 2014), (Gobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt, 2004). In
the following a clear defini on of learnability and memorability will be examined for this study.
Memorability can be seen as a part of the term learnability, but is used to give a clearer dis nc on
between, when there is talk about the learning phase (reading the manual or playing the tutorial) and
the gameplay phase (playing the game).
Rob Houser and Sco DeLoach, in the papers “Instruc onal design lessons technical communicators
can learn from games” (1996) and “Learning from games: Seven principles of eﬀec ve design” (1998),
defines learnability as the product's ability to help the user, in the transi on from a novice to an expert level user. You can argue that Houser and DeLoach’s defini on of product, can be a so ware but
also for example a tabletop game. The diﬀerent elements that products can learn, from the way video
games increase learnability includes: The way of clearly sta ng goals for the user, having a transparency of the diﬀerent controls and func onality, and only show the player what controls are available
at that specific point in the game. The way of demonstra ng what can be accomplished within video
games are either through:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Video.
Plain graphics.
Placement in the game environment.
Giving the player the right amount of mo va on from showing the player’s performance
through diﬀerent informa on means at the correct ming.
5. Brief instruc ons given to the player in small steps without giving the player too much informa on at a me or before the need for it.
6. The use of ar ficial help to let the player succeed in the beginning and give enough experience to ensure mo va on.
7. Providing consistent feedback either through:
1. Score system.
2. Visual cues.
3. Audio clips.

‘Kingdom Builder’ in the digital version uses all of the methods described by Houser and DeLoach in
their papers(1996, 1998), whereas the physical game lack many of the methods. This is for instance
shown in the case of audio cues, that are near impossible to have in a physical game. But things
like having the manual include predefined game scenarios, could help improve players learnability
of the game. To summarize what Houser and DeLoach (1996, 1998) tries to accomplish, is to show
how many products, other than video games, can benefit from u lizing the same methods, used to
increase learnability in video games.

10
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Joe Natoli (2014) is a user experience consultant with more than 28 years of professional design
work. In his blog he talks about how to create a great user interface. His work is gray literature since
Joe Natoli is not a scien st or have published any papers. He has co-published one book on the service oriented architecture and published a book concerning user experience. Even so, Natoli works
with terms which shows a way to measure learnability in a product.
Natoli (2014) define learnability as having a symbio c rela onship with the comprehensibility of a
product, as if the user is not able to understand the product, they will never be able to learn it or vice
versa. He also defines it as, the lower the cogni ve load the product needs, the higher learnability it
has. He describes a product with high learnability to have been highly intui ve. He defines intui ve
as a single trial learning, meaning that it has to be easy to see the order of which ac ons needs to be
taken, to perform a specific ac on.
Natoli (2014) describes four diﬀerent factors that can be used to measure the learnability of a product:
1. Eﬀec veness: How much of the product users are able to learn successfully.
2. Eﬃciency: The me it takes for a user to learn to use the product and their eﬃciency in using the
product.
3. Sa sfac on: How much a user feels sa sfied by looking at the amount of me, eﬀort, and cost,
for learning the products func onality.
4. Errors: The number of errors the user makes, also if they are able to correct them and how long it
takes for them to correct the errors.
Natoli operates primarily with the term learnability, but you can argue that he includes memorability
within the term learnability. In this regard, the user’s ability to remember what they have learned.
Due to his use of a combined defini on of learnability and memorability, some of his four factors, for
measuring learnability, needs to be split to fit the defini ons of learnability and memorability used in
this study, as seen in the last half of his term eﬃciency (“and their eﬃciency in using the product”),
and in his term of errors.
The last part of eﬃciency would fit be er in the defini on of memorability, as that it is contained
in the usage of the product and not the learning process of it. How eﬃcient a user is able to use a
product are depending on how easily they can memorise the diﬀerent steps, needed to perform an
ac on. The errors, a user performs during the use of a product, a er they have learned the product,
fall under the defini on of memorability. The reasoning behind this is that the error happens because
of the user is forge ng, what they had learned.
All four factors previously men oned will be used during the inves ga on of ‘Kingdom Builder’, to
measure the learnability and memorability of the game.
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In the book, ‘Moves in Mind: The Psychology of Board Games’, Fernand Gobet, Jean Retschitzki, and
Alex de Voogt (2004) look through research made on how people evolve in skill level as me passes,
and more games have been played. For this study their terms of diﬀerent ways of learning, will be a
guide for how manual and tutorial based learning diﬀer.
In their studies they found how people learned to play games and how there is a diﬀerence between
par cipants, that were expert chess players, and psychology students with li le tabletop game experience. All of them had no experience with the game Awele, which is a very popular game in Africa
with rules similar to Kalaha. Here each par cipant was given 10 hours to learn the game. Three diﬀerent ways were used to teach the par cipants the rules:
1. Self taught: Here par cipants would get a wri en page of the rules and the game and given 10
hours to read and prac ce.
2. Expert observa on: The par cipant would observe an expert player play the game for five hours
and a er that they would have five hours to prac ce.
3. School taught: Par cipants would get a five hour demonstra on and lecture of the key concepts
of the game and then five hours of prac ce me.
The study showed that the chess players had a faster understanding of the rules and their learning
curve was much steeper. This shows the importance of how prior experience, within similar products,
can have, for a user’s ability to learn a product other than the learnability of the product.The study
found that the most eﬀec ve way of learning the rules, was the expert observa on and School taught
way. Gobet et. al. (2004) in the abovemen oned terms gives a broader perspec ve of learnability.
The terms show diﬀerent ways to include learnability in a product. As seen in the digital version of
‘Kingdom Builder’ that use the school taught learning method. In its tutorial, players are given a box
of text which is talking about a specific part of the rules. When the players know the basics, the game
first shows how it works and then have the player replicate it. An example is when the player is taught
how to place se lements, the tablet places three se lements on the board, then tells the player to
place three se lements on the board specifying where to place them. Where the physical version of
‘Kingdom Builder’ uses the self taught method, through the use of the included manual. Therefore
being diﬀerent from each other in the way of learnability.
In this study the defini on of learnability and memorability are:
• Learnability: A product’s ability to assist in the users transi on from novice to expert.
• Memorability: The user's ability to remember the func onality of a product and its order of opera ons.
Further down (see 5.4. Found areas of interest) a summa on of how the diﬀerent studies will be
used, to inves gate the diﬀerence in learnability and memorability in the game ‘Kingdom Builder’, will
be elaborated.

12
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5.2. Engagement
The theories chosen to support the term engagement are not presen ng an explicit descrip on of
what engagement is. Although, they mostly have a more prac cal approach, the theories will clarify
some aspects of how engagement is important. Furthermore these studies will prepare the grounds
for a discussion of the merits of the digitaliza on of tabletop games. In the following, studies by
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1997), Marc Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003), Henry Jenkins(2002), and Erik
Andersen, Eleanor O’Rourke, Yun-En Liu, et. al. (2012), will be presented and reflected upon.
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) try to define engagement through his term flow. Flow is the combina on of
skill and challenge. He defines a person as being in flow(engaged) when the challange is equal to the
person's skill. In Csikszentmihalyi’s defini on of flow(engaged) he define that if a person’s skill is higher than the challenge he/she will enter a zone of boredom. If instead the challenge is greater than the
person's skill the person will enter a zone of anxiety.
Csikszentmihalyi have been included in this study to help create a clear defini on of engagement to
use in the later inves ga ons.
Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003) are one of the strongest spokesmen for using digital game-based learning. He sees that there is a big diﬀerence between how the new genera on (Games Genera on) and
the older genera ons will be able to use digital game-based learning. The ‘Games Genera on’ have
grown up playing computer games, watching television, and using many other digital media, therefore they are already familiar with the func ons of the previously men oned media.
Prensky (2001a, b) talks about three main reasons why digital game-based learning will at some point
become an accepted way of learning:
1. Computers are able to simulate and help the user learn, in many diﬀerent ways.
2. It is mo va ng and fun.
3. The ability to apply any subject to a digital experience and adapt to the skill level of the user.
The problem with Prensky’s studies are that he assumes, that people of the ‘Games Genera on’ will
always be engaged and mo vated, to learn by playing digital games. As this is a generaliza on and
might not be true with everyone in the ‘Games Genera on’(the main audience of tabletop games).
Prensky’s generaliza on encourages a discussion of digital games and how they supposedly are
always more engaging, than their physical counterpart. Moreover his third reasoning will not be used
for this study, but shows how Prensky sees digital game-based learning as the op mal way of learning.
Jenkins (2002) finds that the educa onal value of games include the ability to nudge people to the
next level. Educa onal so ware and games have the ability to adjust the diﬃculty to fit with the
player’s own ability, compared to tradi onal teaching methods that are made to fit a specific group.
Games also have the ability to enable diﬀerent learning styles at the same me. The biggest problem
Jenkins finds with educa onal so ware given it be games, or other so ware, is the low quality of the
products. Many games or tutorials have in some ways a very low quality with bad graphics and even
worse story elements. This is mainly due to the low produc on cost that is put into these products.
This is also the case for the digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’, compared to the quality of the physical version. It looks like not a lot of resources was put into the tutorial, as there were mes where
the tutorial would just display a wall of text for the par cipant to read. This was done instead of
showing it with a series of pictures or by showing it on the digital game board. Some features that
par cipants found essen al to the game was missing, as the ability to go back one move if a misclick
had occurred. This is a common theme in touch based games that par cipants would not click where
intended. Jenkins have been included due to his view of the importance of the quality of a product,
and how this aﬀects the user’s engagement. This also relates to Natoli’s (2014) term of sa sfac on
being a part of the learnability of a product.
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Andersen et al. (2012) looks at three self made digital video games of varying complexity. Eight diﬀerent tutorial designs were made to inves gate the impact tutorials had, on games depending on their
complexity.
They found that the complexity and amount of game mechanics, that can be learnt by exploring rather than taught by a tutorial, can have a diﬀerence in how the game should be learned. It was only in
their most complex game that there was a significant diﬀerence in learning, but it did not increase the
level of engagement the par cipants had with their game. In the less complicated games the more
extensive tutorials would increase the me of play greatly and reduce the engagement of the player
with the games, as they would think it would be faster to explore the mechanics by themselves.
This could be the same with digital tabletop games. If looking at a solitaire as FreeCell, players might
find it easier to explore how the system works instead of playing through a long and complex tutorial.
Where games like ‘Kingdom Builder’ have higher complexity, and might need a tutorial for players to
understand the diﬀerent systems.
This is also further confirmed when looking at Natoli (2014). He discuss how there is a direct connecon between learnability and the cogni ve load required by the user. If the game is simple enough
for users to learn through explora on, including more complexity to the tutorial would just increase
the cogni ve load needed, as the user will have to think more about the tutorial than playing the
game.
In this study the defini on of engagement is:
• Engagement: A person’s mo va on to con nue using a product.
Further down (see 5.4. Found areas of interest) a summa on of how the diﬀerent studies will be used
to inves gate the diﬀerence in engagement, in the physical tabletop game ‘Kingdom Builder’ and its’
digital counterpart, will be elaborated.

14
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To connect both learnability, memorability, and engagement, Thiagarajan(1993) will be presented. He
talks about how using all three elements can improve the user’s experience, learning games through
a tutorial.
Thiagarajan (1993) argues that experts, within a subject, have a greater ability to concentrate on what
is important, for what they are doing, and will not be distracted by the irrelevant details presented to
them. He states that there are three levels of mastery: acquisi on, applica on and automa on. This
can also be described as the transi on from novice to expert. The table below shows how Beasley
(2004) summarises how Thiagarajan (1993) describes how game tutorials can be designed to compensate for each of the diﬀerent levels of mastery.
Acquisi on

Improving fluency of transfer

Complexity

Walkthrough of the game followed by
immediate replay in a similar context.
Reduce the number of variables.

Rapid drill and prac ce. Leave the
learners to their own devices.
Increase the number of variables,
both relevant and irrelevant.

Fidelity

Simplify reality.

Reflect reality as closely as possible.

Timing
Guidance

Slow and deliberate, no me pressure.
Hints, clues and prompts.

Real-world me constraints or faster.
Provide only those reference materials available in the real world.
Avoid external mo vators.
Make problems divergent from one
another.
Present problem situa ons in random
order.
Real world decision making.
Feedback in terms of the natural consequences of playing the game.

Presenta on

Mo vators
Divergence

External mo vators.
Minimise varia on between one problem situa on and the next.
Sequencing
Keep the transi on between diﬀerent
rounds gradual.
Decision making Walk through decision-making ac vi es.
Feedback
Provide remedial informa on.

Cited from Baesley (2004)

The tutorial created for the digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’ u lizes many of the design specifica ons defined by Thiagarajan (1993). The presenta on in the tutorial could directly be taken from
Thiagarajan (1993) paper, as it starts by presen ng the par cipant with only a small part of the rules,
and then having the par cipant perform the ac on defined by the rule. The tutorial would then
present a new rule that would expand on the previous rule, and then have the par cipant perform
that ac on. In this way having the par cipant use the same ac on learned in the beginning of the
tutorial, just implemented in a diﬀerent way. The tutorial then ends with the player having no restricons on what they are allowed to do, as long as they comply with the rules of the game. The tutorial
also presents the player for a less complicated and a low fidelity view of ‘Kingdom Builder’. Here the
par cipant have an already defined path. The guidance given to the par cipant starts oﬀ having hints
for how every Se lement should be placed. In the last turn of the tutorial there are no hints given,
only the regular hints given during normal gameplays. There are no use of addi onal mo vators.
Rules given to the par cipants start being about placement of the Se lements, but diverges later in
the tutorial into ‘Loca on Tiles’ and scoring. The missing elements from the tutorial, that Thiagarajan
describes, might have improved the tutorial.
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5.3. What can this research supplement
This study will try to give a comparison to how digital tutorials and physical manuals diﬀer in learnability, memorability, and engagement. Many have inves gated the premise of the two separately
(Gobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt, 2004), but I found no study that compared the two with each other. This
study will also try to look into digital tutorials for tabletop games as there seems to be no study at the
me looking into tutorials for tabletop games. This might be because no new study could be found,
that research learning the basics of tabletop games, since the beginning of digital tutorials in modern
tabletop games. The first digital modern tabletop game found, is ‘Catan - The Computer Game’ from
2009. I found that there are many people trying to make augmented tabletop games s ll using physical manuals (Benford, Magerkurth, & Ljungstrand, 2005), (Magerkurth, Cheok, Mandryk, & Nilsen,
2005) (Magerkurth, Memisoglu, Engelke, & Streitz, 2004) (Magerkurth, Stenzel, & Prante, 2003).

5.4. Found areas of interest
From the previously presented studies diﬀerent areas of interest within the terms learnability, memorability and engagement that can be inves gated. Below a chart have be created, showing the diﬀerent areas of interest, followed by the studies that shows interest in the areas. These are the areas of
interest that will be used during the inves ga ons.
Area of interest
Learnability

Memorability

Engagement

16

Amount of rules understood immediately (Natoli, 2014) & (Houser & DeLoach,
1996, 1998) & (Thiagarajan, 1993)
Time spent to learn the game (Natoli, 2014) & (Houser & DeLoach, 1996, 1998)
Score compared to previous experience (Gobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt, 2004)
Time spent playing the game (Natoli, 2014)
Amount of errors performed (Natoli, 2014)
Ability to remember the rules(Natoli, 2014) & (Gobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt, 2004)
Par cipant sa sfac on a er game (Natoli, 2014)
Par cipant engagement during session (Prensky, 2001a, 2001b, 2003) & (Thiagarajan, 1993) & (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997)
Think digital learning is be er than physical (Prensky, 2001a, 2001b, 2003) & (Jenkins, 2002) & (Andersen et al., 2012)
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6. Inves ga on 1.0
In the next chapter the method of how inves ga on 1.0 was conducted, will be presented.

6.1. Finding par cipants
The method used for finding par cipants with no previous experience with ‘Kingdom Builder’ for the
case study was done through Facebook. A ques onnaire (see appendix 1) was shared on Facebook.
Other than sharing it on my page, people I knew also shared it and it was put in many ‘Facebook
Groups’, that might show interest in the study. The group that provided the most par cipants was a
local tabletop cafe (Aalborg Brætspilscafé), who shared the post to its guests. From the ques onnaire
I could find people that had not played ‘Kingdom Builder’ and therefore would be eligible for joining
the inves ga on.
The ques onnaire was submi ed by 49 possible par cipants. In the ques onnaire they defined what
me of day suited them the best, and if it should be a weekday or a weekend. One of the possible
par cipants was not viable to par cipate, due to his previous experience with ‘Kingdom Builder’. The
next step was to call each possible par cipant to arrange the me and date, that fi ed them the best.
I would present them with the dates and mes, other par cipants had already planned to come and
where there was not already three par cipants signed up.
It ended up being 11 sessions over a two week period, where most sessions were held during the
first week. All sessions were booked to have three people, but during the inves ga on period some
people called to cancel their session. This concluded that some sessions would be handled with only
two people.
A possible source of error are that the same par cipant joined in the first two sessions. This is due to
the fact one par cipant canceled in the first session. To ensure in the beginning that the session could
be completed, a backup that already had a session planned the next day was called in, to join in the
first session. The next day during the session the backup par cipant was asked to be more passive.
This was again to ensure there were three par cipants in the session. The backup par cipant are
numbered 1 and 4 in the dataset (see appendix 3).

6.2. Reason behind the choice of ‘Kingdom Builder’
When looking for tabletop games to use during this study, many factors had to be taken into considera on.
First of all was the need for a digital version of the game that already existed. It also had to meet a
certain standard, where par cipants would be able to play the digital version together on a single tablet, and for the game to follow the exact same rules, as its physical counterpart. The original intend
of this study was to create a digital version of a tabletop game. This would create the possibility of
receiving more data points from the inves ga ons, as it could be programed directly into the digital
version. The implementa on of a digital tabletop game was not within the scope of the study, due to
limited me and manpower. Therefore instead an already implemented digital tabletop game would
be selected.
Secondly the digital version needed to have a tutorial included, that would teach the rules of the
game in an interac ve manner.
Thirdly the game should be simple enough for inexperienced players to be able to learn the rules of
the game, without it overwhelming them. The speed of gameplay for the game should also be fast
enough, to ensure that par cipants of the inves ga on would not be discouraged to join, if the session would carry on for too long.
When looking through the diﬀerent tabletop games that was created in a digital version, a pa ern
started to emerge. It was found that mainly european style tabletop games were made in a digital
format. From looking at the diﬀerent games available, on the diﬀerent applica on stores, it came
down to be a choice between Carcassonne and ‘Kingdom Builder’. Both of them are made by diﬀerSteﬀen Nygaard - 20113257
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ent publishers but the digital version of each of them are made by the same publisher that created
the original physical tabletop games, and had a tutorial wri en by the same people. This meant that
the tutorial was wri en using the same terms and style of wri ng as the physical manual. This way,
the possible variable of, the varia on from the physical version to the digital version of ‘Kingdom
Builder’, would not be a problem. Therefore this study would then concentrate on the par cipants’
understanding of the rules.
The fourth factor is that the game needs to use simple game mechanics, that can easily be learned.
The game will, though, also need to have a greater depth in complexity. Carcassone and ‘Kingdom
Builder’ both u lizes simple game mechanics and both games have a great strategic complexity. The
simple game mechanics makes it possible for par cipants to see the greater depth in the game quickly.
Both games also had a short play me between half an hour to 45 minutes. This play me is for four
par cipants for each game. For this study number of par cipants is reduced to three par cipants thus
reducing the play me by a factor of ¼.
A fi h factor that played into the choice of game was the game could be played by only two par cipants. This happened to be a great choice since some par cipants would cancel just a few minutes
before the session would begin and no replacement could be found.
Because the inves ga on would look for learnability of the tabletop game the par cipants have not
played before or learned the rules from other sources. In the ques onnaire the par cipants was
presented with a list of games and they were asked to indicate what games they had played before.
In the list Carcassonne and ‘Kingdom Builder’ was hidden to ensure that par cipants would not know
what game they would play during the session, as some par cipants would maybe read the rules
beforehand. This gave a clear view that ‘Kingdom Builder’ was the only op on for the inves ga on,
as more than 60% of all the responses had played Carcassonne before, and only one response had
played Kingdom builder.

6.3. Sessions
The ideal is to have the same amount of physical and digital sessions. To ensure this, sessions was
done alterna ng between a session with a physical version, and a session with a digital version. The
alterna on ensure that if two or more par cipants canceled and replacements were not able to be
found, there would s ll be a nearly even split. This means that all odd numbered sessions are physical
and all even numbered are digital sessions.
The interview guide made for the physical version is included as appendix 2. The digital version is
iden cal, except for the introduc on telling them they will play the digital game, and the inclusion
of the digital game in the asset sec on. The session is divided into 4 segments. First is the introducon to the inves ga on where the study is being presented to the par cipants. The par cipants are
then asked to sign a contract, accep ng being filmed and the data can be used for this study, as long
as they are being kept anonymous. The game is then presented by name and they are asked again if
they have played the game, or have in other ways been presented to the game, before this inves gaon.
The game is then placed on the table between them and they are told that the manual is included in
the box. When se ng up the board the facilitator presents the specifica ons of the random elements
chosen beforehand by the facilitator, this is done to ensure less variables in the data.
When all players have agreed they know the rules a game session is started. Through the gameplay
session the facilitator is not allowed to interact with the players, except if players have problems
outside of the game. This can as an example be needing the toilet or helping transla ng words from
english to danish, as this is not an inves ga on in the par cipants lingual abili es but how they learn
the game.
A er the game session the facilitator have a short semi structured interview asking how they found
the experience of both learning and playing the game. Then if they would want to play it again, and
recommend the game to friends.
18
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For the setup the facilitator was placed as far to the side while s ll able to observe the game, this was
done to avoid intervening or distrac ng the par cipants. The camera was placed to focus mostly on
the game and not the par cipants, as their movements was not of importance in the study. For the
digital game sessions the tablet was placed in place of the physical game. On the tablet used during
the sessions, a program called ‘illos’ was used to record the screen as the camera had problems recording the screen for proper playback. (Rogers, Sharp, & Preece, 2011)

Illustra on 10 - Inves ga on setup for physical game session.
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6.4. Data analysis
For the purpose of analysing the video it was imported into ‘Adobe Premiere Pro’. In the video from
the digital sessions, an overlay was created showing the tablet screen, using the ‘illos’ recording.
Markers was placed in the video to give a be er overview. ‘Adobe Premiere Pro’ was chosen because
of previous experience with the so ware. Moreover its ability to manipulate the video in many ways,
including using the scroll wheel on the mouse to jump one frame at a me to get more precise me
stamps in the data, noted from the video.

Illustra on 11 - Workspace setup in premiere pro for data analysis, The censor is to keep the par cipants anonymous

Illustra on 12 - First two datapoints from google sheets

All data noted from the video analysis was wri en in a ‘Google Sheets’. Each data point include what
session it is, start and end me in the video, what type of interac on it is, what par cipant it is that
preform the ac on, and then a descrip on. There is also a field reserved for comments to further
describe what happened if it is needed. (Rogers, Sharp, & Preece, 2011)

20
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The data consist of a mixture of qualita ve and quan ta ve data. The qualita ve data consist of the
Interview and the video recording. The quan ta ve data consist of the ques onnaire par cipants had
answered prior to the inves ga on session and the final score of the game. To give a be er overview
and to easier compare data from diﬀerent inves ga ons, most of the qualita ve data have been
standardised. This is done by grouping diﬀerent interac on depending on what kind of interac on it
is.
Group
Illegal move

Decrip on
Par cipants performing a move that is against the rules of ‘Kingdom
Builder’
Looking up rules
Par cipants a er the ini al learning phase have to look up rules
either in the manual or in the digital version
Discussing rule
Par cipants discuss how a rule is to be understood to create a common understanding between all par es
Answer to ques on
Par cipant answer a ques on set forth by the facilitator
Learning game
For no ng down events and interac ons par cipants perform
throughout the learning phase
Interference from facilitator For no ng down when the facilitator interacts with the par cipants
Gameplay
For no ng the start and end me of the gameplay session
The use of qualita ve data, instead of only using quan ta ve data, is that qualita ve data can show
trends, that will not be clear using a quan ta ve method. This was also shown in the interview when
par cipants was asked if they wanted the manual or the tutorial to learn the game. Some par cipants
would add reasoning behind their choice and include what would make them change decision.
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7. Inves ga on 2.0
A er the first Inves ga on and data analysis was concluded, a new area of interest was found. Due
to the way the digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’ is constructed, it is not possible to perform errors
during gameplay. This interfered with one of the factors for measuring memorability (Natoli, 2014).
To correct this, an inves ga on where par cipants would play through the tutorial on the tablet, and
then play the physical game. Players would not have the guiding hand of the tablet, helping them play
the game and remember the rules. Another interes ng area that was found a er the inves ga on,
was the par cipants’ fascina on of bridges. This was not part of the interview process during the
original inves ga on, but could be asked during this second inves ga on.
This will only be a pilot inves ga on to figure out if further study in the subject is needed. Par cipants was found through ‘Aalborg Brætspilscafé’s Facebook Group’. Two groups of two par cipants
each, was chosen to be part of the inves ga on. One group consisted of the volunteer workers in
the café. They have a big back catalog from playing many diﬀerent tabletop games. The other group
consisted of guests in the café that had less experience with tabletop games.
This me, instead of recording the session, the facilitator had a chart with all the diﬀerent data
points, that was used for analysing the data from the first inves ga on, with the addi on of asking
par cipants about the bridges. This was done since this was a pilot inves ga on and is created to see
if further inves ga on is needed.
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8. Data Analysis
In this chapter the data gathered during inves ga on 1.0 and 2.0 will be analysed, using the areas of
interest found as shown in the literature review (see 5.4). During this chapter, data will be presented
from both inves ga ons firstly from inves ga on 1.0 where an analysis of the data will follow. A er
that data from the same area of interest will be shown from inves ga on 2.0 with an analysis of the
data. Then the next area of interest will be analysed in the same manner and so on.

illustra on 13 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the length of each session devided into a learning phase and a gameplay phase

Looking at Natoli’s factor of eﬃciency (2014) he describes it as the user’s speed in both learning the
product and using the product. This can be examined in the data gathered during the two inves gaons. By looking at the amount of me par cipants spent, during the learning phase, one factor of
learnability can be measured. Moreover by looking at the me spent playing the game, one factor of
the amount of memorability in ‘Kingdom Builder’ can be found. For the amount of me spent during
the gameplay phase, there have to be taken into account that some par cipants will want to strategies and op mize their play.
When looking at the amount of me par cipants used, in order to learn the rules in the sense of
them reading the manual or playing through the tutorial, then in the digital sessions there is a small
varia on in the me spent playing the tutorial, but there is no significant varia on between each
session. In the physical version there is a big varia on in how much me par cipants spent learning
the game mechanics. The big outliers are session 7 and 11. When looking at the average of learning,
without these two outliers in the physical version, the average becomes almost the same as the digital version.
The amount of me played tells a diﬀerent story. Here it is clear to see that the digital version helps
the par cipants to get through a game at a much faster pace, than in the physical version where the
fastest game are only slightly faster, than the average of the digital version. Whereas all other sessions in the physical version are slower than even the slowest digital playthrough. There seems to be
a direct correla on between the amount of me used during the tutorial, and the me used playing
Steﬀen Nygaard - 20113257
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a full session of the game in the digital version of Kingdom builder. A possible answer to the fast
play me for session 9 can be that there were only two par cipants, compared to session 1, 3, and 5.
There are also only two par cipants in session 7 and 11, but because of their extensive me spent
reading the manual, other factors might play in for the long play me.

illustra on 14 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing the length of each session devided into a learning phase and a gameplay phase

Looking at the amount of me par cipants spent learning the game through the digital tutorial, there
is a big diﬀerence between the two sessions. In the first session both par cipants joined together to
finish the tutorial, where in the second session the par cipants decided to go through the tutorial
separately. This doubled the second session’s learning me, both par cipants also had problems figuring out, how the zoom func ons and the highlight system in the tutorial func oned. This increased
their me to complete the tutorial. Compared to the previous inves ga on the second session only
spent two minutes longer, than the slowest session in the previous inves ga on. This can be seen as
they would not communicate with each other throughout the tutorial, and would skip the final step
of op mizing the amount of points achieved. The first session was 4 minutes faster, than the fastest
session in inves ga on 1.0. The two par cipants of the first session would quickly read the text box
and instantly know what to do, to go further in the tutorial.
Both gameplay sessions, during this inves ga on, was around the same amount of me spent in the
sessions with three par cipants, in the previous inves ga on. This might come from par cipants
needed to translate the visuals from the digital version to the physical board. Furthermore having to
read the rules that describe the func onality of the diﬀerent ‘Loca on Tiles’ and ‘Kingdom Builder
Cards’, as those where not part of the tutorial.
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illustra on 15 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the avarage game experience for each session

This chart shows the average value of gaming experience taken from the ques onnaire answered by
par cipants. The values are defined between the numbers 0 - 4, 0 being ‘never playing’ and 4 being
‘playing every day’. The data can be found in appendix 3. When looking at this chart, there might be
an explana on for why there are such a big diﬀerence, in the me it took session 7 and 11 to read
the manual and start playing. Looking at how many games they have tried, this is taken from a list
provided by the facilitator, consis ng of the most common and popular tabletop tles. These can be
found in the ques onnaire in appendix 1. The par cipants in session 7 and 11 had li le to no experience playing any of the games. This would lead to the par cipants having problems with the normal
vocabulary used in tabletop game manuals. This can also be seen in the video, where each point is
discussed at length so they are able to understand everything. The opposite eﬀect can also be seen
in session 1 and 9 that are the fastest at reading the manual, and they also have the biggest library of
games previously tried.
In session 7, 9, and 11 there were only two par cipants, therefore the me used playing the game
should be comparable. Nevertheless in session 7 and 11, playing the game was much slower, (around
the same amount of me as in a game with three par cipants) than in session 9. This must be due to
the lack of experience for the two par cipants in session 7 and 11.
The increased amount of me spent playing can also be found in session 10. Session 10 is a digital
session with only two par cipants. The two par cipants in the session spent more me than the average play me of three par cipants for playing the digital version. They also lack in a general tabletop
experience.
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illustra on 16 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing the avarage game experience for each session

From this chart it is more clear why session 1, in inves ga on 2.0, was extremely fast at completing the tutorial since they had tried more games than any other session. One par cipant had tried
every game on the list given by the facilitator, other than ‘Kingdom Builder’. The other par cipant
only missed one other game on the list. The experience also explains, partly, how session 2 could
run through the tutorial twice in just four minutes more than sessions in inves ga on 1.0. They have
great experience in both playing physical and digital games and have played a great collec on of tabletop games, previously.
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illustra on 17 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the amount of mes rules were discussed

Looking at the amount of mes par cipants discuss the rules of ‘Kingdom Builder’ can help to show,
how many of the rules the par cipants understood immediately. This will show the learnability of the
game (Natoli, 2014).
When looking at how much par cipants discussed rules, both during learning the game and their
gameplay session. It is clear to see that there are less discussions in the digital versions than in the
physical versions. This can also be seen in the video where in digital sessions the par cipants discuss
how to understand the text in the tutorial, so they have the same understanding. Here it can also be
seen that experience have an influence, on how much people discuss the rules. whereas in session 10
the par cipants have li le experience with tabletop games, and therefore need to make sure they all
know how the game func ons.
In the physical sessions you would think that session 7 would have the most discussions about the
ruleset, as they were the par cipants who used the most me in their learning and gameplay phase.
Though this is not the case. The reason behind the low amount of discussions can be seen in the video/inves ga on data in appendix 3. Instead of having many small discussions about every rule, they
use the extra me while reading the manual to discuss every part of the manual, and only have short
discussions during the gameplay, for the rules they forgot. On average they spend longer me in their
discussions while reading the manual than most other par cipants. This is the reason behind their
low amount of discussions. This also helps to explain why they spend so much more me learning the
game, than other sessions.
Session 11 are very diﬀerent in the way they discuss compared to the par cipants in session 7. Here
instead of having long discussions, they have many 10-20 seconds discussions about small sec ons
of the rules both when reading the manual but also during gameplay. This would be the main reason
behind, them having about double the amount of discussions than most of the other sessions. In
session 11 there is one big outlier in length of discussion and that is when they were se ng up the
board. They were presented with the names and posi on of the game boards, and spent almost 10
minutes figuring out how to setup the board specified. This is the main reason behind their extensively long learning phase of their session.
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illustra on 18 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing the amount of mes rules were discussed

The amount of discussions happened mostly in the beginning of the gameplay part of the session.
This was mainly because par cipants needed to agree on how to convert the rules they had just been
told, through the tutorial into the physical version. The fact that the par cipants discussed more than
double the average amount of the previous inves ga on, can come down to some rules that was not
described in the tutorial that is essen al to the game. These are rules as ‘Terrain Cards’ where the
par cipant have to draw a card and then play it when it is his/hers turn. This is not described in the
tutorial, since it is a game mechanic that is handled completely by the tablet, and the par cipants
have no way to interact with it. This is one of the reasons behind the prolonged gameplay me for the
two sessions in inves ga on 2.0. This required par cipants to discuss the rules that was described
to be understood easily in the digital version, but not described in such detail that it could be transferred directly to the physical version.
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illustra on 19 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the amount of mes rules were Looked up a er gameplay session starts

Looking at the amount of mes par cipants looked up rules, can help to show how o en the parcipants fail to remember the rules of the game, and therefore show the memorability of the game
(Natoli, 2014).
Inves ga on 19 compares the amount of mes par cipants looked up rules during the gameplay session of the inves ga on. Looking up rules is defined in the physical version as reading in the manual.
In the digital version looking up rules are defined as par cipants reading the ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’
or clicking the ‘Loca on Hexes’ to look up the rules for the individual ‘Loca on Tiles’. Curiously, when
looking at the diﬀerence between the digital and physical sessions, all physical sessions have par cipants look up rules far less than they discuss rules. In the digital version par cipants looked up rules,
in general, the same amount or more than they discussed rules, with the excep on of session 10,
where the par cipants looked up rules far less than they discussed.
From looking through the video, it can be seen, in the digital sessions, that par cipants instead of
looking up rules together, most par cipants look up rules on their own, and do not let other people
read it before closing the textbox. This helps to give a very an social environment, in the session
where par cipants do not communicate while playing, or even during the tutorial only when it is
needed. One par cipant in session 4 even no ced during the ques ons phase, that the par cipant
had not even looked at the other par cipants during the en re gameplay, session but only at the
tablet.
In the physical sessions on average the par cipants look up more rules than in the digital version. This
would mainly be because of how the digital version is played, where illegal moves are not allowed,
and every possible move is highlighted. The digital version is implemented this way, to ensure that
rules like this does not have to looked up. When looking at the video it can be seen that par cipants
of the physical sessions would look up rules during a discussion of the rule, and the manual would
help them clarify how the rule should be understood.
The low amount of mes par cipants looked up rules in session 7, is most likely due to their long
learning phase, where they used the extra me, in the learning phase, before star ng the game. In
other sessions people wanted to start playing as soon as possible.
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illustra on 20 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing the amount of mes rules were Looked up a er gameplay session starts

During the gameplay session par cipants of inves ga on 2.0 was given the back of the manual. This
is the pages that include the overview of the diﬀerent ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’ and ‘Loca on Tiles’,
the reason behind including this is because the tutorial does not go through every diﬀerent le or
card. This was done so par cipants had a chance of looking up the rules just as in the digital version
of the game. Here par cipants are able to click the diﬀerent les or cards and read the rules of how
they func on, just as in the manual. They also had the tablet next to the physical board so they could
play through the tutorial again if they needed to look up rules they were taught previously. During
session 1 the rules that was looked up was the diﬀerent ‘Loca on Tiles’ and ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’
that was included in the game they were playing, and then they set, the tablet with the tutorial and
the manual, to the side and played the game, only needing to discuss the rules and not to look up the
rules again. This can be because of their experience playing many diﬀerent games. They also work as
volunteers at the boardgamecafé in which the inves ga on was held. Here they have to learn many
games, and be able to convey the rules to visitors of the café, this would give them more prac ce in
learning games, and going through them quickly.
During the second session par cipants had many problems transferring the rules from the digital format to the physical game. This lead to them playing through the tutorial numerous mes, just to read
a single textbox given in the tutorial. This can also explain the much longer play me, as they would
some mes spend one to two minutes just to wait for one of the par cipants to restart the tutorial
and go through it, ll the textbox they needed to read.
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illustra on 21 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the amount of mes rules were Looked up a er gameplay session starts also available in
the digital version

This chart use the same data from the previous area of interest (see illustra on 19). The only diﬀerence is that all rules looked up, that can only be found in the manual, and not while playing a game in
the digital version, have been filtered out. The problem with the digital version and having a tutorial
is that a er a game session is started, only the rules for ‘Loca on Tiles’ and the ‘Kingdom Builder
Cards’ can be looked up.
When looking at the data here, the an social trait of the digital version is more clear. In the physical
version par cipants talk about the rules and look them up together. In the digital version the same
rules are looked up mul ple mes and even some mes right a er each other, because some par cipants did not get to look at the rule, before it was closed again.
Though the low amount of rules looked up can also come from the fact, that par cipants of the physical version of ‘Kingdom Builder’ would set up the game board while reading the manual, and would
get to know what loca on les was used in the game, they were going to play. The par cipants would
already have looked up the rules for how the diﬀerent loca on les would func on. This was the case
in most of the physical sessions. But it s ll shows that par cipants had a need to look up the func on
of the ‘Loca on Tiles’ and ‘Castle Hexes’. The need for s ll looking up ‘Loca on Tile’ and ‘Castle Hexes’
shows that the physical version could use some improvement in memorability of the rules.
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illustra on 22 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the amount of Illegal moves performed

Natoli (2014) use his term of errors as a defini on of the memorability of a product. By looking at
the amount of illegal moves(errors) the par cipants perform, this can show a part of memorability in
‘Kingdom Builder’.
When looking at the number of illegal moves made by par cipants, which is the biggest diﬀerence
between the digital and physical version of ‘Kingdom Builder’. In the physical version the only thing
standing between the par cipant doing an illegal move or not, are all the par cipants understanding
of the rules from reading a manual. In the digital version no illegal move is possible. The two illegal
moves registered are illegal moves par cipants tried to do, but the tablet prevented the par cipant
from performing the move.
The amount of illegal moves can be linked to how o en par cipants play tabletop games as seen in
illustra on 15. It can be seen that in sessions where par cipants play more than 2-3 mes a month,
less illegal moves are made. Again in session 7, where the par cipants had almost no experience,
they s ll played the game with a small amount of illegal moves. This can be explained from their
extremely long learning phase, and from them discussing the rules ll they understood them almost
as intended.
The amount of mes par cipants discussed rules did also have an impact on how many illegal moves
were performed. Here the excep on is in session 11. Even though the par cipants discussed the
most, they s ll made made a lot of illegal moves. Otherwise it can be seen that the more people discuss the less mistakes are made.
This also shows one of the weaknesses of inves ga on 1.0, constructed for the purpose of this study.
There are no way of comparing the memorability of the two ways of learning (manual and tutorial) by
looking at the amount of illegal moves made in the gameplay. This is because par cipants were not
able to perform illegal moves in the digital version.
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illustra on 23 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing the amount of Illegal moves performed

During session 1 the par cipants was very me culous with following the rules of the game. They
some mes tried to bend the rules to the extreme, to see how diﬀerent strategies could be formed in
the game, and how to op mise points. This lead to them some mes making illegal moves. Curiously
whenever they would perform an illegal move, either the par cipant that performed the move, or
the other par cipant would catch on to the fact that it was an illegal move, and it would be corrected
to a legal move. There was no excep on. Some mes it would be during the other par cipants turn,
that the illegal move would be found, but it was always corrected to follow the rules. This is also the
reason behind the many discussions that the par cipants would make.
The second session was a diﬀerent story more in line with the previous inves ga on. The illegal
moves that was made, was due to a misunderstanding in the rules. This was most likely a transla on
error, transla ng game mechanics from the digital to the physical medium. The par cipants did follow
the building rules, maybe in a bit too aggressive manner, as they decided that all three se lement
placed, during a mandatory ac on, had to be placed adjacent, as that was how it was shown in the
tutorial.
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illustra on 24 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the amount of diﬀerent Illegal moves performed

Instead of looking at how many mes par cipants performed an illegal move, the amount of diﬀerent
illegal moves can be observed. The reason behind the diﬀerence between the amount of mes illegal
moves are performed, and the diﬀerent types of illegal moves, is that an illegal move is made mainly because the par cipants have agreed that it is the way to understand the rules, and it is not just
because other par cipants does not spot the illegal move.
This is a very diﬀerent picture than the one above illustra on X. In illustra on X session 1 was the
session with the most illegal moves performed. Now it is amongst the lowest in the physical sessions.
The reason behind this is that when si ng down and reading the manual, they misunderstood four
of the rules in a wrong way, and then kept doing the same illegal moves mul ple mes, therefore
ge ng a high amount of illegal moves.
There is a greater problem with memorability in session 7. Instead of performing the same illegal
move mul ple mes, they perform many diﬀerent illegal moves only a few mes. This shows that
par cipants can have problems remembering the diﬀerent rules and instead make them up as they
go. The other par cipant have enough problems keeping up with what their next play should be,
to no ce the illegal moves. The most extreme case of this is during session 11. Here they do almost
every illegal move done during all other sessions, and only do a few of them mul ple mes.
There are three diﬀerent illegal moves that happen in more than half of all the sessions on the physical version. The first type of illegal move is not following the most important rule of the game, which
is placing Se lements next to already placed Se lements. The second most common rule to break,
was using a loca on le the same turn as it was acquired. The last common rule was using the ‘Tavern Loca on Tile’ in a wrong manner. The ‘Tavern Loca on Tile’ allows a par cipant to place a Se lement at the end of an either horizontal or ver cal line of at least three other Se lements owned by
the par cipant. The rule was mainly broken in ways, where par cipants would place a Se lement in
the end of any three Se lements they owned, it did not ma er if it was a straight or curved line.
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To describe the common rules which is broken, during the gameplay phase of the physical sessions, in
a diﬀerent way, Salen and Zimmerman (2004) discuss diﬀerent types of rules they have been divided
into three diﬀerent categories:
1. Cons tu ve rules: These are the rules that define the core mechanical rules. They are all abstract
and does not tell how players should enact the rules. By looking at ‘Kingdom Builder’ this kind of
rules are the building rules and how scoring works.
2. Opera onal rules: These are the rules that tell the player how to play the game. These rules are
o en the rules found in the manual for a game. In ‘Kingdom Builder’ these rules are how player
turns func on, the setup of the game, and defini ons of what each loca on le and ‘Kingdom
Builder Cards’ func on is.
3. Implicit rules: Here the rules are the unwri en rules that you will most likely never find in the
manual or tutorial that comes with a game. These rules in ‘Kingdom Builder’ are the idea of players being able to place se lements to block other players from gaining points. These rules more
define all possibili es that players can perform given the two other categories of rules.
Of the three most common illegal moves performed one of them is a cons tu ve rule of placing
Se lements next to already placed Se lements. The two other rules are both opera onal rules, as
they are clearly stated in the manual and describe how specific func ons of the game happen. The
two categories that the three rules have been placed in define the game, by changing these rules the
par cipants have created a diﬀerent game, using the same pieces. Hereby the game is completely
diﬀerent if a change occurs, in the cons tu ve rules and the opera onal rules. Whereas a change in
implicit rules does not imply a significant diﬀerence in how the game is played.

illustra on 25 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing the amount of diﬀerent Illegal moves performed

When looking at how many diﬀerent illegal moves made in inves ga on 2.0, there are not much of
a diﬀerence from the amount of illegal moves. The first session only made one illegal move to invesgate the boundaries of the rule. When the boundary was found, no more illegal moves was performed. During the second session the par cipants had problems remembering the rules of the Farm
and Oasis ‘Loca on Tiles’ used in the game. The two ‘Loca on Tiles’ was mixed up a few mes during
the game, and this is the reason behind the recurring illegal moves.
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illustra on 26 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the Score for each par cipant

In many of the session par cipants have a very similar score. Here the diﬀerence in score would
mainly be due to chance, where diﬀerent par cipants drew terrain cards that change the possible amount of points a par cipant can achieve. In other games there are a significant diﬀerence in
amount of points. This can again be down to chance but in a diﬀerent way. Instead of trying to have a
winning strategy, most par cipant would place se lements at random, where the rules would allow
them. If Se lements are placed at random, s ll following the rules, the variance in score will due to
chance. In some instances it can be seen in the video, that few par cipants would have a stronger
grasp of the rules than other players. The strongest case of this, is in session 7 where par cipant 18
was much faster to grasp all the rules and how to use them as an advantage, both against the other
par cipant and to gain more points.
Furthermore during session 6, a very interes ng observa on of a par cipant was seen. Here, about
mid way through the gameplay session, the par cipant came to the realiza on, that some wrong
choices was made, during the beginning of the game, that reduced the amount of points achievable
for the rest of the game. This shows that par cipants evolve in their understanding of the game during the gameplay session. One of the reasons behind the very low amount of points in this session,
could mainly be because of the very short amount of me both used during the tutorial and gameplay phase. The par cipants played the game at a speed of over double that of session 10, if looking
at the me spent per par cipant.
There is also a big diﬀerence in score in session 5. There is a very diﬀerent reason behind this, than
in other sessions. Here it is due to par cipant 14 breaking the rules and performing illegal moves,
that greatly increased how many points were possible. This shows that when two par cipants follow
diﬀerent rules the game loses balance. Although the blame can also go to the other par cipant that
never ques oned the par cipants illegal moves.
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illustra on 26 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the Score for each par cipant

The par cipants during the two sessions was not very aggressive against each other. They divided the
board in two and tried to see how they could op mize the game be er. They also helped each other
more with remembering the rules, and talking about it as if they did not compete. The par cipants all
had equal skill, (see illustra on 16) compared to the par cipant they were put up against, with only
few diﬀerences between them.
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illustra on 27 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the experience level for each par cipant compared to score

Looking at the score compared to experince can show the learnability of a game. This was looked
into by Gobet, et. al.(2004). They found that players with previous experience have steeper learning
curves that inexperienced players.
When looking at the diﬀerent scores par cipants gained, compared to how o en they play tabletop
games, there seems to be no direct correla on between the two. If anything it shows in the opposite
direc on as in session 2, where par cipant 5 have more experience that the winner of the match.

illustra on 28 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing the amount of games tried for each par cipant compared to score

The score of par cipants compared to how many diﬀerent games they have tried from the list in
the ques onnaire, seems to have no correla on with the score, as the illustra on above illustra on
27. The amount of games tried, depicted in the illustra on, is not using the same scale as the score,
though, they are comparable in scale to each other. There is one session with a great diﬀerence in
amount of games tried, where the winner had tried more games previously than the other par cipant. The problem is that it is session 5, where the par cipant won by breaking the rules.
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illustra on 29 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing each par cipants level of understanding the rules

This chart is build up as a con nuum chart describing how much each par cipant have understood
the rules of ‘Kingdom Builder’. The far le of the chart is defined as the par cipant having no understanding of the rules, where the far right defines the par cipant to have a full understanding of the
rules. A circle is drawn around the par cipants of each session and they are diﬀeren ated between
digital and physical sessions by the red and blue colour. Red being digital and blue being physical. The
height of each circle describes how many par cipants were in the session. A small height indicates
only two par cipants a ended the session, and taller circles indicate three par cipants. The small
dots in the circles defines where each individual par cipant is placed on the chart. There are no relevance in the ver cal posi on the circles. They are placed in that way in order to the chart being easier
to read.
From looking at this chart, it is clear to see that par cipants of the digital sessions had a greater
understanding of the rules of ‘Kingdom Builder’, than the average par cipant of the physical sessions.
Although there is s ll a great split between the par cipants that had the best understanding, compared to the ones with the worst. The greater understanding in the digital sessions is believed to be
caused by the digital game helping the player comply to the rules. This is clearly seen in the videos,
where par cipants are ge ng a be er understanding of how the rules func on during the first few
rounds, by looking at what the game allows them to perform. Par cipants of the digital session might
have problems memorizing the rules of ‘Kingdom Builder’ and not being able to project this onto the
physical tabletop game. While par cipants of the physical sessions will have no problem transferring
their knowledge onto the digital version.

illustra on 30 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing each par cipants level of understanding the rules

The par cipants understanding of the rules was around the same amount, as the best physical sessions in the previous inves ga on. This can either be because of the higher experience level of the
par cipants or due to the tutorial.
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illustra on 31 - Inves ga on 1.0 - Chart showing each par cipants level of engagement

This chart works the same way as the previous con nuum chart, showing the level of understanding
the par cipants had of the rules. Instead this shows the level of engagement for each par cipant
within the session. There is a smaller gap between the par cipants in each session, as the more
engaged par cipants would, in a way, force the par cipants who were more quiet, to talk with them.
When looking at the chart compared to the other, where the digital session had a be er understanding, now it is the physical sessions that have be er engagement. Even during session 4, par cipant 12
expressed how there had been no direct contact between par cipant 12 and par cipant 10, that had
been compe ng to take control of an area on the gameboard. Here it was expressed that whenever
they would direct comments at each other, they would never look at each other, but instead look
down at the tablet and say what they wanted, while poin ng at the tablet. That shows that par cipants can s ll be engaged with each other while playing the digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’,
but there is s ll a medium between the par cipants. In the physical version there are s ll a medium
between the par cipants, but here the medium are more comprehensible, as it is physical objects
that can be picked up and manipulated, compared to everything happening behind a pane of glass in
a digital reality.
There is also a big diﬀerence in the way par cipants engage with the learning medium (manual or
tutorial) during the learning phase. In the physical version there are generally more communica on
between the par cipants and this communica on transfers over in the gameplay phase. Here they
are more keen to help each other, know the rules be er, or try to op mize the other par cipants
posi oning of Se lements to gain a good score. While in the digital sessions par cipants tried to hide
informa on about the rules, and in the game they only helped each other to understand the funcons of the app, so that rounds could proceed faster to let them play again.

illustra on 32 - Inves ga on 2.0 - Chart showing each par cipants level of engagement

The par cipants showed great engagement as in the previous physical sessions the reasoning behind
session two, being lower than the first one, is the fact that they did the tutorial seperately, but a er
the tutorial they came back strong and helped each other greatly.
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Illustra on 33 - Chart showing procentage of people that want each diﬀerent teaching method

When looking at par cipants’ answers to the ques ons asked, at the end of the sessions, it can be
said that most of the par cipants would prefer learning the game through a tutorial, instead of reading a manual. Some of the par cipants that wanted a manual was in the digital sessions. There were
complaints about the quality of the tutorial from many par cipants. They thought that there were
too much text, and not enough interac on. This might be the reason behind them choosing the manual over the tutorial. Also some par cipants, of the digital sessions, wanted to be able to look up all
the rules while playing, which was not possible, as all the rules were in the tutorial and not available
during gameplay.

Illustra on 34 - Chart showing procentage of people that want each diﬀerent version

Contradic ng themselves, most par cipants would rather play the physical version, rather than the
digital version. This is both because they did not think the digital versions was social enough, and they
lost contact with the other par cipants, from when they pressed play, ll the scoring was done. They
also thought the digital version were missing the tac le feel of the pieces, being placed on the board.
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8.1. Bridges
A curious thing happened during the diﬀerent
play sessions, when par cipants were playing the
physical version of ‘Kingdom Builder’. They all
had ques ons about the func on of the bridges
around the map. Most groups looked up bridges
in the rule book, but found nothing. They would
then discuss what func on it should have. To clarify, the bridges have no other func on but to give
the gameboard a more ar s c feel, and have no
game mechanical func on. Many groups defined
the rules for the bridges, as they would connect
Se lements across the river, and would help
players ge ng points from the ‘Merchant King- Illustra on 35 - A bridge on the kingdom builder board
dom Builder Card’. The even more curious thing is
that no par cipants from a digital session men oned the bridges at all. This is most likely due to the
digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’ highligh ng all possible placements of Se lements, and therefore
removing the need to talk about such rules.
During the Inves ga on 2.0 par cipants did not discuss the usage of the bridges during the learning
or gameplay session. A er the gameplay session during the interview there were ques ons concerning their thought about the bridges on the gameboard. All par cipants acknowledged that they had
thought about what use the bridges had, and most thought that they had a func on, but chose not to
use them as that did not fit in their strategy. One of the par cipants saw it as just as a cosme c feature on the gameboard to make a uninteres ng river more interes ng. The par cipants that thought
the bridge had a func on thought they would func on due to balance, as some rivers block the
connec on of Castles and ‘Loca on Hexes’ and since they were playing with the ‘Merchant Kingdom
Builder Card’, that give the player gold for every loca on le and/or castle connected by se lements.
They could not see how players would be able to gain points from the specific loca ons when a river
was blocking the way. Some also thought that the bridges was a big contrast on the board and was
easily seen, and therefore they must have a func on. One par cipants thought that the bridges was
part of an expansion to the game, and that was why bridges was not men oned in the tutorial.

8.2. Kingdom builder cards
The physical version had the problem with bridges, but in the digital version par cipants had a
problem with not reading the ‘Kingdom Builder
Cards’. The tutorial use three specific ‘Kingdom
Builder Cards’ that are diﬀerent from the three
‘Kingdom Builder Cards’ selected for the sessions.
In the gameplay session most par cipants would
not no ce that the three ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’
was diﬀerent from the once used during the
tutorial. They would play as if they were s ll using
the ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’ from the tutorial.
Most par cipants would realize this a er a few
turns and then read the cards, this would halt
the amount of points gained by all par cipants.
Illustra on 36 - The digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’
The main reason behind this could be that in the
physical version, the ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’ are a physical card which needs to be placed beside the
board. By doing this par cipants automa cally read the cards. In the digital version it is only three
small words in the top of the screen and therefore will be harder to no ce.
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The following table will both give an overview and summarize the many focus points in the data analysis and the theories used. This will func on as a stepping stone to the discussion.
Area of interest
Length of session (learnability,
memorability)

Source
Conclusion
Eﬃciency (Natoli 2014) & Hous- Digital have a more stable
er & DeLoach (1996, 1998)
learnability, digital have be er
memorability
Gaming experience (learnabilGobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt
Par cipants with more previity)
(2004)
ous experience have a steeper
learning curve
Rules Discussed (learnability)
Eﬀec veness (Natoli 2014),
Digital have higher learnability.
Houser & DeLoach (1996,
Tutorial need higher quality to
1998), Thiagarajan (1993)
merit further inves ga on.
Looking up rules (memorability) Eﬃciency (Natoli 2014)
Digital have higher memorability
Looking up rules also available
Digital create an an social
in digital version (engagement)
environment
Number of illegal moves (mem- Errors (Natoli 2014)
Digital have higher memorabilorability)
ity
Number of diﬀerent illegal
Errors (Natoli 2014)
Some errors in physical is due
moves (memorability)
to bad learnability
Score
Show that by higher understanding give a higher score
Scoring with experience of each Gobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt
There is no correla on between
par cipant (learnability)
(2004)
the two
Scoring with games tries by
Gobet, Retschitzki, & Voogt
There is no correla on between
each par cipant (learnability)
(2004)
the two
Par cipants understanding of
Digital have a higher learnabilthe rules (learnability)
ity
Par cipants engagement (enPrensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003), Physical have par cipants more
gagement)
Thiagarajan (1993), Csikszentengaged
mihalyi (1997)
Tutorial vs. manual
Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003), Most par cipants wants to
Jenkins (2002), Andersen et al. learn through a tutorial
(2012)
Digital vs. physical
Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003), Most par cipants wants to play
Jenkins (2002), Andersen et al. physical
(2012)
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9. Discussion
Although this is only a small case study, there are s ll some tendencies that can be found from the
data gathered for this study. It might not be a general theory but it can shine a light on what could be
interes ng for further study. In the data analysis many focus points were addressed and related to the
included theories, which put a focus on how there are diﬀerences in learnability and memorability,
and the users engagement with the game.
In the following, the point of departure will regard some of the issues, which respec vely turned
up in the physical and the digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’. In other words, the weakness and
strengths of the respec ve versions. To assist in this discussion, ideas of a solu on between a manual and a tutorial, will be essen al. This will, in turn, assist to answer the problem statement (see 3.
Problem statement).
Most par cipants of both inves ga on 1.0 and 2.0 said that they would rather play the physical
version of ‘Kingdom Builder’, but would rather learn the rules from a digital tutorial. It was also found
that par cipants had a higher level of engagement in the physical version, rather than the digital
version. This is also confirmed by Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003) who talked about how users have
increased engagement with digital game-based learning.
By looking at the data from the perspec ve of Joe Natoli (2014), there is a greater eﬀec veness in
the digital tutorial looking at learning, due to the fact that par cipants both looked up and discussed
fewer rules, than in the physical test sessions. The eﬃciency of learning in both products (digital and
physical version of ‘Kingdom Builder’) are close to the same, when excluding the two big outliers in
the physical version. Here the consistency of the digital version breaks through the eﬃciency over the
physical version. Also during the gameplay sessions the digital version had a much higher eﬃciency.
The sa sfac on might be where the digital version falls a bit short. Every par cipant says that they
would play the game again. Although many said that they would rather play the physical version,
since they thought they would feel much more sa sfac on, even though they would have to invest
more me into learning the game.
Natoli’s term of Errors is where the digital version excels, compared to the physical version. There
were nearly no errors/illegal moves in the digital version and when the par cipants tried to make an
illegal move, the tablet would not allow them to do this. They would instantly know that this was an
error and never try it again. Whereas in the physical version mul ple errors were made several mes
by diﬀerent par cipants, and the errors were almost never corrected, either by the par cipant themself, or by the other par cipants, during the test sessions.
To summarize, the digital version have a be er learnability and memorability, but the physical version
have higher engagements. Therefore the further discussion will consist of a digital tutorial for a physical tabletop game. Possible solu ons will now be presented and reflected upon.
On the basis of the data analysis and from Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003), it would show great progress if ‘Queen Games’ would include the digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’, in every physical copy
of the game. This would make it possible for people to be able to use the tutorial instead of reading
the manual. Some par cipants argued, that they would rather install the digital version and play
through the tutorial, before playing the physical game, than read the manual. The problem with first
playing the digital tutorial, instead of reading the manual, is because the tutorial does not explain
all the rules, through a single playthrough. It can be seen in the data from inves ga on 2.0. Here
the two groups of par cipants was not able to understand some of the rules of the game, and had
to discuss how they would transfer the rule shown in the digital tutorial to the physical game. As an
example, this is shown in the digital game, the par cipant automa cally gain a new ‘Terrain Card’
each turn, and in the physical version, the player had to discard the ‘Terrain Card’ played during his/
her turn, and draw a new card. This is also the reason behind only having two sessions of inves gaon 2.0, as the tutorial needs improvement to merit further study. This can also be drawn to the way
Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003), Jenkins (2002), and Thiagarajan (1993) view how digital tutorials can
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have increased engagement for the player. From Jenkin’s (2002) perspec ve the tutorial for ‘Kingdom
Builder’ hits the same problem that he finds in other instances, where the quality is subpar to the
physical counterpart. Another argument for having the digital copy of ‘Kingdom Builder’ included in
the physical copy is, that the data shows increased learnability in the digital copy. This would increase
the sa sfac on factor, defined by Natoli (2014), of the game in total.
It is common prac ce between the par cipants, that they have a single friend buy a game and then
meet up to play the game together. The owner would, with a digital version, be able to play through
a few games on the tablet, before mee ng up with their friends to play the game. This would save a
lot of me for everyone, when someone would already know the rules and then being able to explain
it to the other players. It was also men oned by some of the par cipants as some of them had never
read a game manual. They always played tabletop games with people that already knew the rules.
Other people would watch a video of how the game should be played on a pla orm such as youtube.
The problem with watching a video is that you are not able to interact with the game. Notably this is
also the teaching method, expert observa on, as described by Gobet and colleagues (2004). By having the tutorial teach you a game mechanics and then having you use the mechanics, this helps you
remember the rules, as defined by Thiagarajan (1993).
Houser and DeLoach (1996, 1998) describe, that tabletop games can gain improved learnability by
u lizing the same teaching methods used in video games. Some tabletop games try to have physical
tutorials in their manual. An example of this could therefore be predefined scenarios, where players
try out the mechanics of the game in a safe scenario. This can be seen in games like ‘Warhammer
Quest: the Adventure Card Game’. Here the publisher have made a tutorial setup, that is supposed
to teach the player the basic game mechanics, but s ll keep some mechanics hidden, un l later in
the manual since they only have a small impact in the game. The rules are be er shown a er players
understand the basis of how the game is played. This is also discussed by Thiagarajan (1993) when he
talks about how users should first be introduced to the basic mechanics and gain an understanding of
them, before introducing the more complex rules.
The same happens in a game called Zombicide. This is a scenario based zombie survival game. A er
the players have read the rules they have to play a scenario, where players are forced to use what
they have learned, in order to get through the scenario. This includes searching for weapons, to
break through a locked door, and to kill zombies blocking the way to the exit of the level. The tutorial
scenario only takes about 10 minutes, but it s ll manages to show the player, how to use the diﬀerent
rules, the players just previously read in the manual. This is another alterna ve to digital tutorials.
Although the problem with this is that many games include many random elements, where the rules
can diﬀer a lot, depending on how the game had evolved from the beginning.This way of having
physical tutorials works great with scenario based games like Zombicide or ‘Warhammer Quest: the
Adventure Card Game’, since they can force players into using mechanics learned, in order to proceed
in the game.
On the other hand if it was used in a game like Carcassonne, where players have to flip over les,
then the manual would have to show where it should be placed. This seems to be too much for most
players to go through. Whereas in the digital tutorial for Carcassonne, the game have already specified what les will be turned over, and it will show players where they could place it. For the sake
of the tutorial they would point out a specific placement of the le, and then go on to showing how
Meeples (similar to Se lements from ‘Kingdom Builder’) are placed on the les already in play. Then
it would show how scoring of the Meeples happen for each diﬀerent type of le. The same would apply to ‘Kingdom Builder’, where a physical tutorial would only increase the cogni ve load, and in turn
reduce the learnability of the game as described by Natoli (2014).
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It is very interes ng to see how previous tabletop gaming experience aﬀect the amount of me it
takes, for par cipants to read the manual, for the physical copy of the game. While in the digital
tutorial for the game, there is almost no diﬀerence in the amount of me it takes to play through the
tutorial. This shows that if par cipants had already played many diﬀerent games, it will be easier for
them to read the manual and understand it, as they already know many of the terms, that are used
in these technical wri ngs for tabletop games. While on the other hand in the digital tutorial, par cipants does not need to have any previous tabletop experience. This is the same that was found by
Gobet and colleagues (2004) when looking at the diﬀerence between self taught and school taught
teaching methods.
A er telling the par cipants what rule they will now discover, the tablet shows how it func ons and
this reduces the risk of confusion about what diﬀerent terms mean. This could also be seen from the
videos where par cipants in the digital session would not have many discussions during the tutorial
other than the last step in the tutorial, where discussions are encouraged if more par cipants share
the tutorial. Instead when reading the manual, if par cipants came upon terms they did not understand, they would have to stop learning the game and have to discuss the meaning of the term. Mainly there where a par cipant in the group that knew what the term meant, otherwise, they would
have to figure it out on their own by reading on and maybe ge ng the meaning of the term from the
context.
Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2003) talks about the fact that par cipants from the ‘Games Genera on’
would always be mo vated by game-based learning methods. This was not the case with many of the
par cipants in the digital sessions. In the end of the tutorial it would automa cally jump to the last
turn of the game and have the par cipants try and op mise the amount of points achieved by using
the op onal ac ons from four diﬀerent ‘Loca on Tiles’. During some of the sessions the par cipants
would choose to skip this part so that they would be able to begin the real game faster, even though
there were some important lessons to be learned from discussing how to op mize the points.
The diﬀerent types of rules that par cipants struggled with can be placed in the three categories that
Salen and Zimmerman (2004) presented in their book ‘Rules of Play’. More than half of the par cipants in the physical sessions found problems understanding the Cons tu ve rules, which is the
founda on of the game. Players found more ease in understanding the Opera onal rules. It turned
out that rounds would quickly get to a fair speed, where par cipants would not hold the game up,
by trying to understand the diﬀerent phases of a turn. Only very few par cipants started using the
implicit rules of the game, in the sense of trying to interfere with other par cipants, or strategize how
to op mize their total score. This can be seen in the par cipants of session 7 and 8, they found strategies that would increase their score greatly. It can be argued that because they used the implicit rules
they have a greater understanding of the rules than other par cipants.
Andersen et al. (2012) found, that if par cipants could be able to understand the game mechanics
of a video game, without the help of a tutorial, only through explora on, then it would reduce the
engagement of the par cipants. My study finds the opposite, when looking at the answers given by
some of the par cipants in the digital version, they would have wanted a more expansive and more
interac ve tutorial for ‘Kingdom Builder’ even though, there is not much complexity in the game mechanics, but in the strategy. The strategic elements can only be found through explora on.
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10. Conclusion
The problem statement ask if there is a diﬀerence in the learnability and memorability of the physical
and digital version of ‘Kingdom Builder’. From the data backed up the literature, it has been found
that the digital version have a higher learnability and memorability than the physical version. The
digital tutorial have a be er ease of access where people of all skill levels can open it up, and quickly
learn the rules of the game. In the physical manual there is a higher skill level required to understand
how to translate the manual to ac ons on the board.
The problem statement also ask what version of ‘Kingdom Builder’ is more engaging. It was found
that the physical version had par cipants more engaged. This can also be seen by the fact that, some
par cipants of the digital sessions, would during the interview answer that they would rather have
played the physical game instead of the digital game. As they thought they would be more engaged in
the physical version.
Through the discussion it was concluded that ‘Kingdom Builder’ would be an enriched experience, if
the digital tutorial was included in the physical game box. This would give more people the ability to
have the increased learnability from the tutorial.
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11. Future work
Another way for tes ng the Learnability of ‘Kingdom Builder’ could be using the same technique as
S ckel and colleagues from their 2007 ar cle “Enhancing Universal Access – EEG Based Learnability Assessment” S ckel et. al. (2007), they found an interes ng way of assessing the learnability of
products using a low-cost EEG (Electroencephalography). By having par cipants play a digital version
of a memory game with four pairs. The control consisted of eight games with the pairs having random placements, in the second test session the placement of pairs would be consistent just the pairs
swapping placement. By looking at the par cipant's Alpha and Beta brain waves from the frontal lobe
they could conclude that a er game six the average good par cipant would figure out that the placement was the same for pairs in the second test session. This could be a way of looking at the learnability of Kingdom builder. S ckel and colleagues (2007) research method for tes ng when par cipants
went from a phase of trying to understand a phenomenon to having a complete understanding that
also could have been used during this study. By using a low-cost EEG on every par cipant the alpha
and beta waves could be measured to find when the par cipant did go from the phase of learning the
game to finding strategies. This would help give a more precise metric to measure the learnability.
This method was not chosen because of the lack of experience with EEG and analysing the data from
them.
It would be interes ng having all par cipants come in again to play a new game of ‘Kingdom Builder’
using the same game board and ‘Kingdom Builder Cards’. This me on the opposite copy that they
tried last me ergo having the par cipants from the physical test sessions play the digital version and
vice versa. Here the point would be to look at how each par cipant would remember the rules of
the game and how much they needed to look up again. If the par cipants from the physical version
had to stop playing, to play through the tutorial. If the par cipants from the digital test sessions had
to read through the manual, and also if doing so would give them some insight into how the game
worked. Here the ques on about whether or not the digital version made par cipants understand
the rules also made them be er at memorizing the rules or if the players of the physical version have
a be er memory of the rules as it had become muscle memory.
To ensure that this result is not only achievable by having par cipants play ‘Kingdom Builder’ more
tabletop games will have to be played. Studying more tabletop games will help to show, if it is a
general theme within tabletop games, that a digital tutorial could help in the learnability of the
game. Here it will be important to both test on similar simple tabletop games, but also on the bigger
and more complex games, as there is a very big diﬀerence in both learning curve and complexity, in
diﬀerent tabletop games. Games such as ‘Twilight Imperium’ and ‘Blood Rage’ have many more rules
and condi ons that change the rules, than games like ‘Kingdom Builder’ or ‘Se lers of Catan’. There
is also the problem of knowing the diﬀerent levels of engagement between these games since there
can be a clear diﬀerence. Here the theory of Gameflow (Sweetser et al., 2005) could be used to help
diﬀeren ate them and help to show why one tabletop game might show more promise than the
other. Gameflow builds on eight diﬀerent elements that each have a subset of criteria. Each criteria
will be scored from zero to five depending on how well the criteria is meet. The diﬀerent elements of
Gameflow are:
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1. Concentra on: The game have to require concentra on to play, and the player should be able to
concentrate on the game and not get distracted.
2. Challenge: The game must be challenging in a way that match the player’s skill level.
3. Player skills: The game should support the player in developing his skills and in the end mastering
them.
4. Control: The player needs to feel in control of the game and not have ac ons happen against his
wishes.
5. Clear Goals: The game must have a clear end with even clearer milestones.
6. Feedback: The game must provide the player with the correct feedback when appropriate.
7. Immersion: The game should pull the player into the experience without the player spending
much eﬀort for this to happen.
8. Social interac on: The game must support opportuni es for players to have social interac ons
within or outside of the game.
For further study into the subject of digital tutorial versus having a manual, showing all parts, it would
be interes ng to study other fields such as video games or even so ware such as ‘Microso Excel’ or
‘Autodesk 3DS Max’. I see especially an interest in looking at video games. Here the video game industry have mainly dropped the tradi onal manual that followed with every game, telling the player
how to play the game. Nowadays only few video games even come with a manual to teach the player
about the game. They have all transi oned away from having manuals, and instead turned to tutorials. Here they have two diﬀerent ways of doing tutorials. The standalone tutorial and the ingame
tutorial. In the standalone tutorial, there are no connec on between the game and the tutorial. Here
the player does not lose any context of the game if the tutorial is skipped. This will mainly be seen in
strategy games, where many players have already played a great number of diﬀerent strategy games,
and for them it makes no sense playing through a tutorial, to know how to select and move figures
around the map.
The ingame tutorial is now the most common way in the industry for adding tutorials in a game. Here
the tutorial is instead hidden from the player disguised as levels in the game. This can, as an example,
be seen in many first person shooters like ‘Call of Duty’ where the player is asked to go through a
training course to show the character’s skills in combat. There are also video games that expand the
tutorial part of the game to the first few hours of gameplay. Here elements are slowly added, when
players have learned the skills from previous tutorials. This can be seen in a game like ‘Middle-earth:
Shadow of Mordor’, where the player is first taught about the way the character can fight in the
game. A er teaching the basics, the game transi ons to a sec on where stealth is a factor, but also
includes parts of combat again. Even later, about 4-5 hours in, the game leads the player into new
sets of tutorials teaching the player to ride beasts, and take control over enemies.
It would be interes ng to see if these ways of doing tutorials could be used in the same way with
more complex tabletop games, where some features is not applied before later in the game. This
could be used in games like ‘Blood Rage’ which is a game about vikings that fight over who controls
the nine realms. It is divided into three diﬀerent ages where more features are added in each age.
Here the tutorial could start by teaching the players the basics and then at the beginning of each age
could teach the players what new elements are added to that age.
A diﬃculty can be found studying the use of tutorials in other so ware, could be finding so ware
that already have a tutorial built in. This is o en due to most so ware having so many func ons that
a user would only need to use about 10% of all the func onality. This means that developers will have
to divide all tutorials into groups of what func on they have and users will s ll have to do parts of
the tutorial that they will never use. There will be many problems with looking into this subject. But I
think some so ware would see a great improvement in usability by having this feature. So ware such
as ‘Autodesk 3DS Max’ could use tutorials to teach the user the basic func onality of the so ware
and how they can be used together.
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